Dear Doctor,

the new open access, peer-reviewed e-Journal, PharmAdvances, of our Society has been successfully launched in collaboration with Edra as publisher and Prof. Luca Pani as Editor in Chief.

PharmAdvances aims to be an International Journal, devoted to a large audience of pharmacologists, basic scientists and clinicians. The Journal aims to collect contributions in the field of pharmacology as a whole, covering all aspects of our scientific discipline, and to encourage high-quality international researchers in the field to be represented and disseminate their results. PharmAdvances fully embraces the esprit of Open Access and it has an innovative editorial policy, and it will include regular and short papers, reviews, opinion articles as well as presentation of poster data in a new session Post-it. Please check the webpage for number 0!

One of the key point of the strategic vision of PharmAdvances is to help the young generation of pharmacologist in their initial career step. In this line and keeping in mind the importance of publishing without the PhD mentor, the editorial board decided to allow for the publication of the Introductory statements of PhD thesis, published as single author.

To know more please visit: www.pharmadvances.com/call-for-papers/

I hope you will agree with us in the importance of this initiative and spread the news accordingly in your lab and institution.

We hope also you and your laboratory will consider the opportunity to send us a contribution, paper or review; you can find all information about PharmAdvances Guidelines for Authors at www.pharmadvances.com.

Best Regards

Luca Pani
Editor In Chief